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Friends,

Welcome to the second ever Health Freedom Summit!

On behalf of our team at  Health Freedom Summit, 
thank you for spending your precious time with us over 
the next three days. Our goal here is to eliminate fear—
our previous focus was to eliminate fear of a virus, now we hope
to help you eliminate any fear of losing your job, not being able to 
properly educate your kids, or live in destitution. You not only have rights,
but you have opportunities. 

You can go down the rabbit hole when trying to understand what happened to the world since
COVID-19 was introduced as a threat in early 2020. At first I thought it was just a plan to sell vaccines
to a global population. By now it's clear to most every thinking person that it's much more than that.
Do not be paralyzed by fear. Your response matters. You were not made to be locked in a cage at
home, terrified of friends and family, or on the other hand, afraid of what people might think of you or
say about you behind your back should you question things. No, you were made for greatness.

To encourage and embolden you, we've assembled a collection of presentations that will hopefully
prepare you in meaningful ways. We've tried hard to deliver tools that you can use on a modest
budget to bring you health, independence, as well as clarity of purpose. I suggest first focusing on
getting your health in order, for which we have invited many speakers who have personally taught me
and my co-founder Stephanie how to have robust health—which has enabled us to then make more
powerful contributions in the form of communicating, leading, and effecting change. 

I'd like to personally thank not only my incredible business partner Stephanie Lind, a mother of five
and one of the smartest women I know, but also all of our speakers, affiliates, and supporters who
make these summits possible.
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Alana Newman
Alana Newman
Co-Creator and Host of Health Freedom Summit
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There's a lot of content here; please browse this playbook to see which talks
you want to prioritize. The Summit opens each morning at 8am CST; that
day's sessions will premiere for a full 24 hours until the next day's sessions
begin the following day. 

Watch To Implement, Not Simply To Consume
Our Speaker List is like a justice league, each with their own super power.
Some presentations have details for scientific minds, others will bring hope
for the weary, or strategy for front-line warriors. Choose sessions that will
help you practically cultivate more of what you need in your life right now. 

Some of you are brand new to this field-- welcome! 

Some of you have been fighting for health freedom rights for a long time and
you need encouragement. Some of you need to be equipped with practical
activist training. Some of you need to find language to express these issues
better in conversations with your neighbors.  Whatever you need, we hope
you will engage with this material and that it will serve your journey well. 

Pace Yourself & Have Fun 

"This is the first time in history we are testing healthy
people." —Dr. Sherri Tenpenny

"It's time now for Civil Disobedience." 
  -Robert F. Kennedy Jr.  
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With your free pass, you get to enjoy...

3-day full access pass to the Health Freedom Summit online event. The
sessions will release everyday at 8 am CST and be live for 24 hours. Your
free access pass gives you access to the entire summit completely free.

How to get medication like Ivermectin.

How to use and get a religious exemption.

How to break out of the matrix and vote

with your dollars.

How to fight monumental censorship.

How to win the mask fight, and breathe

freely with confidence everywhere you go.

How to be an activist in smart and

effective ways.

Just Some Of What You'll Learn: 

You also have the option to
purchase the Premium Pass
to watch and listen with on-

demand, life-time access.

Little-known facts about the connection

to Round Up weed killer and COVID-19.

The role "legal immunity" plays in the

COVID narrative.

The sneaky ways pharmaceutical

companies are undermining our health.

Plus—discover how to gently detox using

practical, affordable products.

Plus—you’ll learn the science of smiles,

which will make everyone smile.

https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
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COVID Vaccine Victims
There are a scarce few outlets that are publishing the deaths of covid
vaccine victims. Publishers struggle to stay online and keep their
accounts live. Mainstream media is quick to cover up these cases with
bogus claims of drug overdoses, made-up health histories, and
redirection. We thank COVID Vaccine Victims and The Covid Blog for
their work which allowed us to make this tribute video.

Memorial Tribute for Victims

"It's important to educate people about the medical-
industrial-complex." -Alana Newman

Announcing New Story Collective
Health Freedom Stories publishes English language stories from
real people who have experienced victories, challenges, hope and
tragedies regarding COVID-19, lockdowns, medical mandates,
masks, vaccines, depression, business closure and financial stress...
if it relates to fighting Pharma and the politicians that do their
bidding,  Health Freedom Stories is interested in publishing. 

Health Freedom Stories

https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-266763/
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What to do if you get sick
Where can you get life-saving treatments without succumbing to the
Farmer Supply store? If you have the misfortune of getting sick with
COVID or one of its variants, do NOT go on a ventilator and agree to
take Remdesivir. There are life-saving alternatives and hospital
protocols available to you.

MATH+ Protocol

HEALTH FREEDOM GEAR
Etsy.com/HealthFreedomSummit
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Paul Thomas MD
Dr. Paul Thomas discusses his background, Pediatrics, awakening to
vaccine injury and his book The Vaccine-Friendly Plan. He digs into
the data from his recently published study (The biggest real-world
data examining vaxxed vs. unvaxxed children). The Oregon Medical
board responded with an emergency suspension of Dr. Paul's medical
license. He discusses the key facts being overlooked about COVID-19
and address what one can do at home to minimize risk of getting the
virus and what to do if you do get ill.

Against the Wind

"Constitutional and Human Rights become even more
important during times of emergency." -Leah Wilson

Eddie Stone
Eddie Stone's mother’s health was deteriorating rapidly, so he
ventured out of his comfort zone to investigate treatments
mainstream doctors were minimizing as “quackery”. Today he is
CEO of Touchstone Essentials, a North Carolina based natural
health company that produces one of the most well-respected
heavy metal detox supplements on the market. Experience his
hydrated zeolite that detoxes at a cellular level (normally $80.00)
for only 5 dollars-- get this limited time offer here. 

Saving Lives Through Detox

https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-266763/
https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-266763/
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How to flip The Switch On Your Health. Most of us here understand
why sickness is plaguing us in this modern society; toxic chemicals
added to our food, water and household products, vaccines,
antibiotics, EMFs, herbicides and pesticides, and the list goes on. This
ever increasing toxic load is damaging our bodies at a cellular level,
causing us to break down physically and mentally. This can even go
so far as to sabotage our fertility and starve our communities of
capable, functioning citizens willing and able to contribute in crisis.
But what can we do to give our bodies a fighting chance if we cannot
avoid the toxic world around us? These two mothers and health
industry insiders show us the answer is as simple as flipping a switch
inside your body—and show you a simple and proven way to do it
naturally! Learn more here. 

Samantha Allen & Andrea Ebert
Reducing Oxidative Stress

Award-winning virologist explains how gene-based COVID-19 vaccines
have been authorized for emergency use in the absence of any true
emergency and without any convincing risk-benefit assessment. The
side effects are more diverse and severe than what we’ve observed with
conventional vaccines. Injury and death numbers are still coming in
while serial deaths following vaccination in care facilities and senior
citizens’ residences are being reported. 

Professor Sucharit Bhakdi, MD

The Dangers of Gene-Based
COVID-19 Vaccines

We must demand that the authorities responsible for permitting the use of these vaccines answer the
following questions:
 
1) Do the vaccines enter the bloodstream and disseminate throughout the body? 
2) Aren’t the vaccines indiscriminantly taken up by nucleated cells including those lining our blood vessels? 
3) When these cells produce the virus spike protein – don’t small bits of the protein (peptides) find their way
to and become exposed at the outside of the cell? 
4) Don’t we have killer lymphocytes that recognize these viral bits and pieces? Won’t they attack the cells
with the intent to kill? 
5) Would this explain many of the tragedies we are witnessing? 
6) Must the vaccination program not be suspended until these questions are answered?

https://healthfreedomsummit.com/silver-bullet-solution/
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Detox Cured Our Chronic Coughing
Alana's oldest daughter suffered from 24/7 coughing,
which upset our sleep, interrupted her class, and was a
big problem for the whole family. 

After investigating the role of heavy metals as a
possible culprit, Alana decided to try zeolites as a
solution to her daughter's ailments. 

Two weeks use of zeolites and the coughing was gone
forever. Health Freedom Summit proudly endorses
Pure Body Extra by Touchstone Essentials as one of the
highest performing detox products on the market.
Order yours here. 

COVID-19 has become a worldwide pandemic, and this has led to
the rapid development and deployment of a new RNA-based
technology as a revolutionary approach to induce antibody
production to combat the disease. Countries around the world have
had remarkably different responses to the disease, with wildly
different death rates among different countries.  Risk of dying is
much higher for people who suffer from chronic diseases such as
diabetes, obesity and high blood pressure.

Stephanie Seneff
Glyphosate, Vaccines & COVID-19

These diseases have risen dramatically in prevalence in the past two decades in the United States in step
with the rapid rise in glyphosate usage on core crops. In this talk, Dr. Seneff argues that glyphosate burden is
a primary factor in severe disease outcome. She explains why the new RNA technology in the vaccines
carries much uncertainty and high risk for unanticipated bad outcomes such as autoimmune disease.

Discusses are the implications of glyphosate contamination in vaccines, particularly the MMR vaccine, and
link this to the association of MMR with autism.  Lastly, Dr. Seneff reflects on the larger role of viruses in
rapid evolution to combat toxic chemicals.

https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-266763/
https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/
https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/
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Dr Joseph Mercola
There are four time-honored simple and inexpensive strategies that
will radically improve metabolic and mitochondrial function. Failure to
apply these steps will drastically increase your risk of not only COVID,
but virtually every chronic degenerative disease. In this session Dr.
Mercola reveals reliable treatments for any acute viral illness,
including COVID.

Simple Strategies to Improve 
Your Resilience to All Diseases 
Including COVID

PCR stands for Polymerase Chain Reaction, a test developed by Kary
Mullis, PhD to study DNA genetic material in a laboratory. This test
was never intended to be used in clinical medicine. To evaluate the
RNA SARS-CoV2 virus, the tiny trace of genetic material must be
amplified (multiplied) until there is enough material to be identified.
This is called the cyclic threshold (Ct). When the Ct value is 37 or
greater, there is no active, intact virus. You are not infected; you are
not contagious. Learn with Dr. Tenpenny and get the facts you need
to make important decisions for your family.

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny

PCR Madness: A Detailed Look
at the Asymptomatic 
Carrier Farce
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Dr. Malone is the discoverer of in-vitro and in-vivo RNA transfection
and the inventor of mRNA vaccines, while he was at the Salk Institute
in 1988. His research was continued at Vical in 1989, where the first
in-vivo mammalian experiments were designed by him. The mRNA,
constructs, reagents were developed at the Salk institute and Vical by
Dr. Malone. The initial patent disclosures were written by Dr. Malone
in 1988-1989. Dr. Malone was also an inventor of DNA vaccines in
1988 and 1989. This work results in over 10 patents and numerous
publications, yielding about 7000 citations for this work. Dr. Malone
was also an inventor of DNA vaccines in 1988 and 1989. He has
shown incredible dedication to truth and transparency and the
scientific method. 

Dr. Robert Malone

Risk Benefits of mRNA Vaccines
+ A Look At Fertility Outcomes

JP Sears
The Only Way to be Healthy
As they say, "laughter is the best medicine", which may be why so
many people turned to Austin, TX based comedian JP Sears during
the pandemic. From Fauci to fact-checkers, toilet paper to truth-
bombs, "awaken with JP" as his moniker goes, has become more
than just a cute tag-line, his unique style of humor was there at
precisely the right moment in history as en elusive subterfuge to
tyranny. With over 550 videos uploaded to youtube and nearly 2
million subscribers, JP has built an important bridge between left
and right political leaners, and allowed us to reimagine what's
possible in the health freedom movement, and how each of us have
important gifts to contribute during these challenging times. 
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Get Your FREE Mask Freedom Guide
Made in Collaboration with Peggy Hall

https://healthfreedom.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Mask+Freedom2021.pdf
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Attorney Thomas Renz is the lead Attorney in several major cases
brought in Ohio, New Mexico, Maine, and Nationally against the CDC,
DHHS, and even Fauci, regarding forced vaccine mandates, big tech
censorship, the COVID-19 lockdowns, mask mandates, business
closures, false PCR data, fraudulent death numbers and more. Attorney
Thomas Renz works with and represents America's Frontline Doctors,
Make Americans Free Again, and Ohio Stands Up. 

Thomas Renz

At LEAST 45,000 dead 
from COVID vaccine

You will learn what government is and how it’s no longer
functioning properly — why this impacts your activism and
how it impacts the way that you fight issues. You will
discover why the tactics that many use in activism do not
work and how they may be actually adding to the problem.
I will teach you fundamental truths that will help you
become a better activist. You will leave my presentation
wanting more knowledge and will be hungry to delve into
what it takes to create true change -- one that gives
everlasting liberty and not just temporary reprieve. 
 

Yvette Bronx & Katherine Duran

How Fighting Incorrectly 
Makes Things Worse

http://www.renz-law.com/
http://www.renz-law.com/
http://www.renz-law.com/
http://www.renz-law.com/
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Peggy Hall, Educator and Activist
Yes, the Constitution protects your rights -- but what do you do when
the Constitution is no longer respected and upheld as "the law of the
land"? How can you defend your God-given rights in the face of
government tyranny and a lawless society? How can you get access to
health care, employment, education and more? Learn how to use your
time, energy, efforts and resources toward building a way of life that is
"#better than ever."

#Better than Ever -- 
Surviving (and Thriving) 
in a Lawless Society

Reflecting on the events of 2020, Polly Tommey offers her perspective
and biggest insights from the year, sharing an interview the Vaxxed
team did with Dr. Anthony Phan, a child refugee from Vietnam turned
California MD. Dr. Phan apologizes on behalf of the medical
establishment and talks about the intersection of Communist regimes
and Medical Control. Originally filmed in 2018, his eerily-prophetic
warnings precisely frame what we’re experiencing in 2021.

Polly Tommey and Dr. Anthony Phan
Communism & Medicine
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Mary Holland
Our most fundamental rights are under attack -- our rights to bodily
integrity, informed consent, to refuse unwanted medical interventions,
parental rights, free speech and expression, free press, free exercise of
religion, free movement, assembly, to petition the government for
grievances -- the list goes on. Let's review what your rights are -- and
how you can stand up for them for you and your family.

Rights Review—Understand and
Defend Your Rights

Jill McLaughlin
Functional Medicine Nurse Practitioner Jill McLaughlin is the
President of Coaches for Health Freedom—an organization of
health coaches and medical freedom advocates dedicated to
inspiring health practitioners of all types to champion and
preserve medical choice for all. She is pro-science and pro-health.
Rising to meet this pivotal time in history, Jill is committed to
inspiring and supporting influencers who want to join the health
choice movement and live and practice in alignment with
freedom, choice, and bodily autonomy.

Hope for Health Care Workers
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Leah Wilson, J.D. and Sayer Ji
America's health and freedom crisis became very clear in 2020.
Constant fear and surveillance are designed to funnel the public
into a single acceptable solution crafted by government-industry
partnerships. For those who know that there is more than one
way to approach health, how do we oppose tyrannical measures?
Join Stand for Health Freedom's co-founders, Sayer Ji and Leah
Wilson to learn effective ways to use your power as an individual
to take a stand and to activate your community. United we will
show our power.

Taking You and Your
Community from Aware to
Activated

Nrf2 Activation
Increases
GLUTATHIONE 300%
https://healthfreedomsummit.lifevantage.com

https://santaclaraservices.lifevantage.com/us-en/?redirected
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Author and journalist Erin Elizabeth of Health Nut News, has been
lecturing and writing for many years about health, vaccine injury,
attacks on health freedom fighters, and media censorship. Erin will
do a deep dive into the censorship machine, how she has suffered
the social media purges and what we can do to navigate censorship
in our own domains. Erin underscores the importance of life-lines of
communication—the most important task item for everyone now.
Also covered is practical tips for shaping your posts and sustaining
your voice through the rough storms of technology turmoil.

Erin Elizabeth, ‘Health Nut News’
Censorship in the 21st Century

Father Trevor Burfitt
The Enemy is at the Door

Essential or non-Essential? Religious Freedom or religious
persecution? That is the question. Hear about how a pastor
concerned for his flock went up against California’s Governor
Newsom in a lawsuit and won. “God is always essential in a society of
human beings, otherwise man becomes worse than a beast without
proper obedience or reverence to the Creator”. Faith and its practice
are worth fighting for; here is a priest who knew it and acted against
unconstitutional and bullying behavior. “We may conjecture that the
good ol' USA is fast becoming no different than Communist China.
Well this story rings the alarm bell! It is not a threat so distant. Join
the fight!”
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Health Freedom Summit Co-Founder and CEO of Brilliant Birth
Academy Stephanie Lind addresses our escalating infertility
epidemic and what individuals can do to fight population control,
and serve the human race through the cultivation of community,
starting with pre-conception care, making conception possible.

Stephanie Lind

Addressing The Infertility
Epidemic
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The Latest Headlines Backed By
Cold Hard Facts And Science
Del Bigtree
Del Bigtree, one of the preeminent voices of the Vaccine Risk
Awareness Movement, discusses the latest headlines from around
the world. His career as an Emmy-winning producer of the CBS talk
show, The Doctors, changed profoundly when he produced the
documentary, Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe, which is
credited with igniting a revolution against pharmaceutical tyranny
around the world. Listen as Del exposes the truths and backs it up
with the cold hard facts.

Extended Trailer
Planet Lockdown 

The man responsible for the viral interview of Catherine Austin
Fitts sits down with Health Freedom Summit to discuss Planet
Lockdown, a gorgeous full length documentary covering the entire
COVID saga. From a high level perspective, James interviews
doctors, epidemiologists, politicians, princes and protesters to get a
deeper understanding of what is really going on. The film is
currently still in the editing process but the interviews for the
production have been released in full—rough and raw to help
inform the public and highlight these silenced voices to the public.
Planet Lockdown references scientific studies about the efficacy of
lockdowns and asymptomatic spread among other topics of high
relevance.
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Michael Grady is a professional stage hypnotist, clinical hypnotherapist,
master neuro-linguistic programmer, and conversational hypnosis
practitioner. Having used his training for entertainment purposes for
years, he is horrified to see these techniques being used to manipulate
school children and the innocent into compliance with harmful medical
procedures. In this video, he breaks down most of the concepts being
used by the Los Angeles Unified School District for Fall, specifically in
preparation for the vaccination of all students to come. 
Follow Michael here.

A Hypnotist Analyzes Los Angeles
School District Video

"The last year has been the fulfillment of ideas that have been
kicking around for some time."  - James Corbett

Kimberly McCauley
The Wellness Store

Kimberly McCauley is a Marketing Executive for The Wellness Store.
She is the mother of 6 girls, wife, an entrepreneur and Freedom Fighter. 
In 2015 she found herself in the middle of the fight for health freedom
and bodily autonomy during SB277 in California which opened her eyes
to how widespread vaccine injury is and how corrupt our government
actually is. That led her to escape California for Idaho, leave the matrix
and focus on being a full-time work from home and homeschooling
family. She dedicated a large portion of her life to waking up the masses
to the state of the world we are currently living in as well as helping
people swap out there shopping habits for better American made
products and voting with their dollars. 
 
Join her Instagram: @momma.went.woke

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG4yRKYPy751hjHetqai_eA
https://www.instagram.com/momma.went.woke/
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Lindsay Campbell

You Can Homeschool. 
In fact, You Should

Many parents are encountering major challenges regarding how to
properly educate their children now that schools have been
infiltrated by health czars. Alana Newman interviews certified
teacher, child development expert, and homeschooling mom of
three Lindsay Campbell on how parents can get started with
Classical Education outside of traditional classrooms, even if they
work.

Josh Coleman +
The Power of Stickers
Joshua Coleman has skirted around censorship with more
ingenuity than anyone in our movement. His V is for Vaccine
campaign was launched as a response to being shadow-banned,
de-platformed, and canceled in his quest to alert others that
vaccine injury is real after his own son was paralyzed following
routine childhood immunizations. 

The White Rose campaign is another guerilla campaign that
anyone can utilize to print and place high-impact stickers in their
community. 

Guerilla Activism

https://t.me/s/jointhewhiterose
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Big Pharma continues to finance doctors and hospitals as well as
spend millions on lobbying for corrupt bills that further erode our
freedom. We invite you to take the reins on your finances by having
your own online product store with the most cutting edge natural
medical breakthroughs in the biohacking movement, as you share
the message of Health Freedom with those in your influence. You
get to work alongside a team of freedom-loving truth seekers! The
sky is the limit to your success with this pub-med-backed product
and a check-out that’s as easy as Amazon.

Andrea Ebert
Monetizing Your Movement

Ronni Peck

#SmilesMatter 
Unmask Your Smile(y Face)

An overlooked issue regarding masks is the dehumanizing harm
of "facelessness”. Mask mandates are not going away anytime
soon; what can we do to combat treating humans as disease
vectors to avoid? The grassroots #SmilesMatter movement is a
smiley face button campaign that aims to refocus attention on
people not pathogens, and faces over fear. Join the worldwide
movement to bring back smiles in 2021!

#SmilesMatter - Unmask Your Smile(y Face)
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Founder and Medical Director of The London Neurology & Pain Clinic
Ltd, Dr. Margareta Griesz-Brisson is a specialized expert in Physiology,
Neurotoxicology and Primary Prevention in the USA, UK, Germany,
Switzerland, Norway. She outlines how oxygen deprivation from forced
masks constitutes crimes against humanity and will lead to
neurodegenerative diseases.

Dr. Margareta Griesz-Brisson

Masks Are Child Abuse
—A Neurologist Knows

James Corbett

Bio-Ethics: 
From Post-Birth Abortions, 
to the Case for Killing Granny

Bioethics often leads to serious academic debates about bizarre,
improbable, science fiction-like scenarios, such as the ethics of
using memory-enhancing drugs or of erasing memories altogether.
However, the ethical questions raised by advancing technological
sophistication in biology, medicine, and the life sciences are
becoming less hypothetic and more urgent.

While the musings of bioethicists on the case for killing granny
and after-birth abortions and other morally outrageous ideas may
still seem a little “out there” to the public, conversations about
these previously unspeakable topics are becoming more
commonplace as we enter the COVID-1984 biosecurity paradigm.



Add a little bit of body text

Premium Pass holders can download our ready-to-print-
and-pass brochure featuring peer reviewed science and
compelling arguments against the use of temperature
guns to the forehead. Most school children today, as well
as travelers, are forced to have a gun shaped object
pointed at their head before they're allowed to enter a
building. What is the purpose of this? Are there less
threatening means by which we can check people's
temperatures?

Download our high impact brochure by
getting your Premium Pass.
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Kevin Barry, Esq.
Before You Sue, Do This

Kevin Barry is the President of First Freedoms, a human, civil, and religious
rights advocacy organization that counsels American citizens on their
rights and duties in the struggle to retain liberty. Barry actively litigates
freedom of speech and anti-censorship cases, and specializes in religious
exemption work for families who are fighting medical tyranny. 

https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
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Mike Adams, the Health Ranger 

The Convergence of 
Health Freedom and 
Anti-Fragile Food Resiliency

Mike Adams explores the convergence of health freedom and food
preparedness, diving into food decentralization, off-grid food
production systems, and engineered food scarcity by nefarious parties
who seek to use food as a weapon against humanity." Also covered are
globalist technologies currently being deployed that are designed to
interference with photosynthesis and atmospheric chemistry on a
global scale, inhibiting rainforests and food production in order to
engineer mass starvation.

Jake Carter
The Fat Truth

For most of history, one could safely presume that high levels of
daily exercise would have been necessary for human survival.
Exercise has been known as an integral component of health for
thousands of years. Hippocrates (450 BC), known as the father of
medicine, stated that: ‘If we could give every individual the right
amount of nourishment and exercise, not too little and not too
much, we would have found the safest way to health’. A large
number of population studies have clearly shown that low physical
activity is associated with increased total mortality, through to
increased risks of respiratory tract infections, functional exhaustion
of the immune system, and obesity as one of the strongest risk
factors for respiratory failure and death in COVID-19. 

 The lockdowns have forced humanity to become so distant from our natural, encoded way of living. Stress
is rampant. Movement is stagnant. Quality nutrition is scarce. Depression, isolation, and anxiety are common
coping mechanisms associated with the tyrannical movement, however, the compromise runs much deeper
internally.
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Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

The System Doesn’t Work: 
Hank Aaron and the Health Cartels

World renowned humanitarian and environmental advocate Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr. explores facts surrounding Hank Aaron’s death, the Moderna
vaccine, and how vaccine injuries are (not) being reported. Suffering
coordinated attacks from major media outlets like the New York Times
and Big Tech deplatforming, Kennedy refuses to accept the narrative on
COVID and shows how so-called journalists are misreporting information
that is vital to the well-being of citizens.

Brandon Amalani

5G and EMF: 
What You Need to Know

In this tell-all presentation, Brandon explains how 5G effects immunity,
the dangers of these electromagnetic frequencies in all of their various
expressions, and how you can protect yourself from the onslaught of
radiation we deal with every day. The topic of 5G is shrouded in
conspiracy and fear due to the mystery of its rollout.

Brandon will help you to sift through the disinformation to find the
facts on 5G and EMFs, giving you practical tools and the know-how
you need to shed the fear and live life protected from EMF.



CAN'T MAKE IT TO ALL THE SESSIONS?
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Upgrade to the Premium Pass

Get unlimited, on-demand access to the sessions to watch on
your own time, the Covid 19 Complete Guidebook, Detox Guide,
and additinoal PDF recourses, complete session audio files, and

exclusive offers from our sponsors with your pass upgrade. 
 

https://www.virtualcatholicconference.com/conferenceoffer
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF


Health Freedom Summit co-founders Alana Newman and
Stephanie Lind met in New York City at a luncheon
hosted by CNN broadcaster Soledad O'Brien. The
luncheon discussed Women's Opinions on the 2012
election for publication in People's Magazine, and the two
quickly found themselves admiring the other's comments
from across the room before proceeding to cause a
ruckus. 

Alana Newman is the speaker curator of Health Freedom
Summit. Her experience comes from being a health
advocate for her three children, as well as involvement in
five documentary films most recently Sexual Revolution: 50
Years Since Humanae Vitae, Future Baby, and Father,
Mother, Donor, Child. She has spent most of her career
speaking about Reproductive Technologies and Infertility
at venues such as Princeton University and The UN and
writing for publications such as The Public Discourse and
The Federalist.  She grew up in Cupertino, CA and now
resides in Louisiana.

Stephanie Lind is a mother to five and wife to her
high school prom date. Her daughter with Down
Syndrome launched her into the Health Freedom
Movement after CPS nearly trafficked her children
into foster care in an extended battle over the
children's vaccine statuses. 

Stephanie was a New Yorker and serial entrepreneur
for ten years. She is hoping to invest into the
entrepreneurial ventures of other freedom fighters
right after she talks Alana into launching a brand-
finishing school for health influencers. She loves the
color white, Nordic ice plunges, and the hot springs
of the Colorado mountains- but her one and only
obsession has always been Jesus. 

MEET YOUR SUMMIT HOSTS
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Alana Newman 
Co-Founder of The Health Freedom Summit

www.stephanielind.com 
 Co-Founder of The Health Freedom Summit 

Alana Ne
wman

http://www.stephanielind.com/
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The information contained in this book is for informational purposes only. By reading this book and implementing
any general suggestions or using the recommended products, you agree that you are responsible for your results
relating to any information presented within. The information provided in this book is not intended to diagnose
or treat any psychological condition. We cannot guarantee the outcome of following the advice provided and the
statements of the hosts and the speakers about the potential outcomes are expressions of opinion only.
Following the advice provided is at your own risk. The material in this guide may include information or products
by third parties. Third party materials comprise the products and opinions expressed by their owners. As such,
we do not assume responsibility or liability for any third party materials or opinions. The publication of such third
party materials does not constitute my guarantee of any information, instruction, opinion, products or service
contained within the third party materials. Publication of such third party materials is simply a recommendation
and an expression of my own opinion on that material.

DISCLAIMERS AND TERMS OF USE
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